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ABSTRACT 

In cloud computing resources like software and hardware are shared among multiple users by creating multiple 

instances of virtual machines (VMs). System cache is one of resource which is shared by Virtual machines in cloud 

environment.  Such Virtual machines are targeted for abnormal activity like side channel attacks.  Cache based side 

channel attack is one of the side channel attacks on cloud environments which leaks the private information of the 

client. The proposed approach includes the detection and prevention of cache based side channel attack in cloud 

infrastructure.  The approach is based on two components: virtual machine status collection in the form of log files 

and use of fuzzy logic to detect and prevent the cache attack. Fuzzy logic defines set of fuzzy rules to identify the 

cache attack from the log file.   The proposed approach could attain a maximum of 78.15%, 80.04%, and 82.16% of 

accuracy at 10, 20 and 30 sec. of time intervals. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is a service offered over the network in which, multiple tenants (clients) are allowed 

to share actual physical resources.  Physical resources in cloud computing are shared among multiple 

clients which makes the client to own the resources as per their use by paying some cost. Therefore, 

these clients are called as multi-tenant clients. With the help of virtualization and hypervisor multi-

tenant clients are able share the actual physical resources available in cloud environment. With the 

help of Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI), cloud providers can run multiple clients on physical 

resources and clients can work on their favorite desktop and application. These virtual machines are 

hosted on physical resources on the cloud.  The advantage of VDI is that the clients are allowed to 

utilize their desktop anywhere and anytime through the devices like laptop, desktop, thin clients, etc. 

connected to a network over the public cloud.   

  

VDI was introduced in the year 2008. This technology has been rising rapidly with virtualization 

technology and cloud computing [1]. One considerable advantage of VDI is that, it can install all 

required drivers, applications, OS and other programs onto a single image so that all clients of cloud 

can use. Unfortunately, different clients demand different images as per their requirements.  To serve 

such clients, VDI needs to create separate images, and there is a need to update each of these clients’ 
images.  This difficulty leads to the elimination of the convenience of the system. Therefore the 

proposed system uses the private cloud to deploy the experimental setup. However, the proposed 

work is also capable of handling the cache based attack on the public cloud which is demonstrated 

using CloudSim public cloud environment.  Both the experimental setups are explained in the later 

section. 

 

Either VDI or private cloud, images of virtual instances needs to be updated regularly.  But 

maintenance of many virtual instance images will become a headache to the cloud provider and less 

security issues.  As everyone knows that cloud computing depends on virtualization, where resources 



are used in sharing basis will create side channel attack problems.  There are many side channel 

attacks present in a cloud environment, to name few, power analysis attack, fault attacks, acoustic 

attacks and cache side channel attack.  Among these cache side channel attack is more powerful and it 

is proved on the cloud environment in 2009 on Amazon EC2 cloud. Cache based side channel attacks 

can be performed in a cloud environment on virtual machines.   

The multi-tenancy, where sharing of resources is provided, leads to the security problem in both VDI 

and private cloud.  Therefore, the virtualization adds new attack surface and new challenges to 

prevent attacks based on the resource sharing.  One of the resource sharing attacks is side-channel 

attacks on virtual machines in the cloud environment.  Cache-based side channel attack is one of the 

side channel attack present in the cloud. 

Cache memory is a small memory introduced in the processor to fill the gap between the latency of 

the memory and speed of the processor.  The cache memory may be shared by different processors or 

may have individual caches depending on the microarchitecture of the processor.   Latest processors 

have multiple levels of cache.   Core i7 processor has three levels of cache memory as shown in 

Figure 1, for a different purpose.   

 

Figure 1. Cache memory hierarchy 

Whenever data or instructions are referred by the CPU, it is considered as the first request to L1 

level cache as depicted in Figure 1.  If the requested data is found in L1 by the CPU, then, it is called 

as a cache hit.  If it is not found in the L1 cache, then it is called a cache miss.  If a cache miss is 

experienced, the data is next looked for in the next level of memory - for an L1 cache miss; this would 

be the L2 cache.  If found data is propagated back through each level of cache that experienced, miss 

to locate the data on the cache and this process of a cache hit and miss are continued with the next 

level of caches.  Generally L2 cache is much larger in size than L1 and L3 is larger than L2.  L3 is the 

last level of cache, which stores data from multiple cores simultaneously. If a cache misses at L3 

cache occurs, the requested data are sought in main memory [2].  



 

Figure 2. Cache based attack on last level cache 

As shown in Figure 2, to use the cache as a side channel to make the attack, some of the other way 

cache needs to share between attacker and victim.  If one can think the scenario of Figure 1, in a cloud 

environment, it is very easy to share the cache between the different VMs launched on the same CPU 

core as shown in Figure 2.   Typically, a CPU cache can be shared in two ways, either the cache is 

exclusive to one CPU core, in which case two processes must access the cache sequentially [4]; or 

cache is shared between the CPU cores, in this case two processes can access the cache concurrently. 

For the first time, in 2000, J. Kelsey & etl. , in their publication mentioned about the cache based side 

channel attack based on the cache hit ratio [3].    

As mentioned above, the CPU accesses data from the cache, if that data is not found in the cache, then 

a cache miss occurs [20].  This causes the delay to load the data from memory into cache.  This delay 

gives scope to the attacker to attack the cache.  The measurement of this delay enables attackers to 

determine the occurrence and frequency of cache misses. This technique of measuring the delay due 

to a cache miss is called as cache-based side channel attack as shown in Figure 2.   

This paper proposes novel approach to detect and prevent the cache based attack in cloud using fuzzy 

controller. The system makes use of a log file generated by VMs to identify the attacker to reduce the 

cache-based side channel attack.      

The rest of the paper  is followed by the literature review, system overview and four different inputs 

for the fuzzy controller, the cache-attack detection and mitigation using the fuzzy system 

experimental setup, results, comparison analysis and lastly conclusion of the paper.   

LITERATURE REVIEW   

Cache-based side channel attack is not a new concept in literature.  This type of attack is possible in 

the cloud due to resource sharing.  For the first time in 2009, cache-based side channel attacks were 

proved on the Amazon EC2 cloud environment [12].  This section will discuss researchers approach 

and different techniques used to perform the cache-attack and their mitigation. 

Cache-based attack was proved on the victim machine using memory bus contention. In this 

attack the x86 machine was used to prove the attack by exploiting the instruction level cache. 

This attack was accomplished with the help of some hardware alteration which was resulted 

into overhead in processors and also mitigation techniques were not proposed [6].  

Authors in [4] developed two cache-based side channel attack mitigation strategies by investigating 

the purpose of CPU-cache based side-channels in the cloud compared to the conventional side-



channel attacks. It considered two server-side defenses, of which one focused on sequential side-

channels that had a technique to control the side-channels occurrence and an algorithm to minimize 

overhead. The other defense focused on parallel side-channels using a cache coloring technique to 

prevent the side channel’s occurrence and to enhance the cache efficiency. Here, the cache was 
flushed between the prime and trigger steps. Thus, the implemented defense could prevent the side-

channel attacks. However, the process of flushing is time-consuming. 

Authors have presented a technique that influenced dynamic cache coloring to prove that stealing 

cryptographic information in the cloud could be a threat by finding a cache-based side-channel attack 

against an encryption process. Dynamic cache coloring referred to a technique, where the VMM was 

informed of changing the related data to a safe cache line. Thus, the approach had reduced cache-

based side-channel ensuring effective resource sharing. The implementation of this approach 

depending on Xen and the overhead performance had demonstrated its applicability. The performance 

reduces in cache isolation while returning pages when the protection system is stopped [6].  

Authors in [8] developed a detection approach, called CSDA, to detect cache-based side channel 

attacks and thereby, reduce the security threat in cloud-based on the side channel effects in resource 

utilization. The technique was comprised of two-stage detection mode: host detection and guest 

detection, which combined two tests, shape, and regularity tests to mine the features that attack from 

hosts and guests. This utilizes pattern recognition techniques to identify the malicious VMs from the 

original VMs. However, the test based detection techniques degrade the performance.  

The machine learning technique is applied to detect cache-based side channel attack.  Authors have 

mainly focused on flush and reload method to detect the spy planted on the victim through cache 

attack.  In this paper, authors used the neural network in the supervised mode to detect the attacks [8].   

Analysis of cache miss patter is made in [21] to secure the VMs from cache side-channel attack.  

Authors have implemented the algorithm to detect the cache miss in the system.  They have used the 

cache profiler tool to analyze the cache miss rate. After analyzing the cache pattern, the authors have 

introduced the noise in the cache to confuse the attacker which prevents the cache-attack.  But noise 

introduction has created the overhead to the system which has degraded the system performance.   

In the above mentioned literature authors have found the solution to mitigate or detect the cache side 

channel attack by implementing the software or they modified the hardware. However, it is 

challenging to propose a new preventive measure which will not involve any of the overhead and 

without altering any hardware component.  So, the proposed approach deals with the cache side 

channel in a cloud environment, which collects system calls in the form of logs from virtual machines 

running on the same hypervisor. These system calls are used to record the Input/output operation 

carried out by virtual machines.  This system call collector is supposed to run at the hypervisor level.   

There are many suitable, system call tracer tools which are available to run at cloud environment.  

Few of such tools are explained as below.      

Nitro is Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) tool based on hardware System Call Tracing. It is 

integrated with KVM (Kernel Virtual Machine) hypervisor to monitor the VMs. It is hardware-based 

system call tracing and monitoring tool. Intel x86 architecture provided three different types of system 

calls is traced by this tool. During monitoring of VM, this tool collects the information of systems 

calls. The information collected is raw bits, and then this tool converts these raw bits into human-

readable form to detect the rootkit attacks on VM. The advantage of this tool is that it can collect 

system calls from 64-bit and 32-bit Window and Linux based VMs running on a hypervisor [9]. 

Ether is one of the VMI tool.  It is used to detect the malwares in the system.  It makes use of the Intel 

VT extension to detect the malware in the system through the system call tracing.   This uses XEN 

open source hypervisor to detect the malware.  Basically, its three functionalities namely systems call 

tracing, instruction traces and memory writes [10].   

LibVMI is an open source application programming interface (API).  This uses C library with Python 

bindings to create Virtual machine introspection functions. Low-level information of the VM running 

on core is collected by this tool.  It extracts information about vCPU registers, hardware events, and 

memory of the guest.  Open source hypervisors like XEN and KVM used to run the LibVMI [11].    



Among various attacks in cloud computing, cache-based side channel attack is one that leaks private 

information regarding users based on the shared resources. Here, as the shared resource is the cache, a 

process can utilize the cache usage of another by cache contention. Cache sharing provides a way for 

the attackers to gain considerable information so that the key used for encryption can be inferred. 

Discovering this channel attack is a challenging task considered in the proposed system. This requires 

identification of a feature that influences the attack, which is also a challenge. Even though there are 

various techniques available [6][8][21] in the literature to mitigate cache side channel attacks but an 

effective solution to reduce the cache-based side channel attack is still an issue. Therefore, a novel 

approach is proposed in this paper to detect and alleviate the cache attacks using security properties 

for effective and secured communication. 

SYSTEM OVERVIEW  

The proposed approach incorporates a novel method of detecting and mitigating the cache based side 

channel threat criticality over VMs. Hence the prime motive of the undertaken method is to identify 

the vulnerable VMs considering that Cloud Service Provider is harmless. In the proposed approach, 

the focus is majorly laid on depicting the pattern of malicious activities like cache-based side-channel 

attack of an attacker towards the VMs. Hence, the method will be designed that will furnish all the 

known cache-based side channel threats in the system and all sorts of VM connectivity information 

giving a some true s picture for predicting the possible cases of vulnerabilities for uncompromised 

VMs. The system consists of four major components: 1. Malicious user in the cloud environment, 2. 

the target VM in the cloud environment, 3. System calls collector Nitro [9], and 4. Method of 

detection and mitigation of cache-based side channel attacks, the Fuzzy Controller as shown in the 

Figure 3. The cache-based side channel attack is carried out by placing the malicious as co-resident 

with the target machine [12]. After placing VM as co-resident, the attacker has to establish a side 

channel with target VM. Then perform the cache based side channel attack on the target VM [19].  

The system call collector at hypervisor needs to collect all system calls as logs, at the time of the 

system call trap.  The log file includes the information about the five parameters, which are explained 

in further section. This technique of system call tracing has been elaborated in next section.   

 

Figure 3. System Architecture for proposed system 



Method of Collecting System Call Traces 

The VM running in the cloud environment needs to generate a system call to the hypervisor so that 

hypervisor can trap this system call.  Such system call trapping is performed in a virtualized 

environment with the help of operation known as VMX (Virtual machine extensions) [23].  There are 

two VMX operations performed in a virtualized environment by processors those are VMX root and 

VMX non root [23].  Normally VMX root operation is executed by VMM, and VMs running on 

VMM executes VMX non root.  The VM running in user space executes the VMX non-root 

operation, which does not have any permission to perform the kernel space commands like 

input/output (I/O).  In this case, if the VM is generating such system calls, then this VM needs to 

perform VMX non-root operation to VMX root operation. Such transition from non-root to root 

operation will generate a trap to the hypervisor.  So VM exit will occur from user space to kernel 

space.  It is shown in Figure 4.  Then hypervisor records the calls generated by vm exit and VM are 

allowed to perform I/O in kernel space.  Once I/O is executed, and then again VM entry is performed, 

which returns the call back to the user space of VM which is VMX non-root operation through the 

hypervisor. The system call collector, running at hypervisor needs to collect all the system calls at the 

time of the system call trap. At some specific interval of time, this collected data is sent to analyzer 

machine using the socket interface.  The socket interface uses method send () to send the data from 

the system call collector to the analyzer. The socket stream may be written as follows: 

Socket() ---> send(socket stream, VMIP, port-number); 

Detection of cache-based side channel attack can be performed by measuring the loads on the cache.  

The load on the cache is detected using cache access during I/O operations performed by VMs 

running in the cloud environment.  These I/O accessed data are collected by the system call collector 

which is running on a hypervisor that is outside the VM to protect it from attacks.   This system call 

collector will collect cache load variation in VM.  

 

Figure 4. Sequence to track the system call  

Detection of cache-based side channel attack can be performed by measuring the loads on the 

cache.  The load on the cache is detected using cache access during I/O operations performed by VMs 

running in the cloud environment.  These I/O accessed data are collected by the system call collector 

which is running on a hypervisor that is outside the VM to protect it from attacks.   This system call 



collector will collect cache load variation in VM.  This load variation on cache data collected by 

system call can be concluded using following five parameters: 

 Cache Data Access (CDA): This feature is used to understand the quantity of cache 

resource utilized by a user throughout the cache data access.  Cache miss occurs due to more 

utilization of cache. It enables to predict about the attacker.  Cache data access is given by 

following equation. 

 
Where, is cache data access rate, is cache access time, is cache miss rate and  is 

the cache miss penalty. 

 Size of Cache Data Access (SCDA):  The amount of space utilized by cache user is 

identified by this feature. In cloud environment the user one who utilizes large amounts of the 

cache is identified as an attacker.  Due to this, cache miss rate for legitimate user increases, 

since the user tries to consume a large sized cache. The size of cache data access is given 

by following equation. 

 

Where size of cache data access is,  is cache data access and  is cache miss rate. 

 Cache Miss Rate (R): This feature is used to detect cache side-channel attacks. Prime and 

probe operation are used by cache contents attacker to read and write cache memory 

continuously.  Due to prime and probe operation, cache will get evicted frequently.  This will 

result into a huge cache miss rate during the attack. Cache miss rate of the system is given by 

following equation.   

 

Where,  is cache miss rate and   is cache his ratio. 

 Virtual Memory Utilization Pattern (M): Due to massive cache misses rate utilization of 

virtual memory changes as virtual memory is occupied and released continuously during the 

attack.  So this becomes the fourth feature to measure the cache based side channel attack. 

Virtual memory utilization rate is given by using following equation. 

 

Where,  is rate of virtual memory utilization of VM,  is number of pages the VM has in 

RAM,   is the size of page and  is RAM allocated to VM, 

 Virtual CPU Utilization Pattern (V): CPU utilization pattern is one of the most important 

features in finding cache-based side channel attack in a cloud environment.  As cache miss 

rate is more in attack due to more read and writes operation during cache load measurement, 

which is not computationally intensive operation.  Due to this more time CPU will make 

switching between the waiting for data in the cache and processing, which leads less CPU 

utilization.  In this way, one can measure the less CPU utilization and can identify cache-

based side channel attack. . The virtual CPU utilization rate is given by following equation. 

 

Where,  is rate of utilization of virtual CPU,  is required rate of CPU for application 

running in VM i.e. busy time and  is the CPU capacity of VM which is virtual CPU busy 

time and idle time. 

 

The next section explains how proposed system makes use of the above-mentioned parameters to 

detect the cache-attack in the cloud.  



Detection and Mitigation of Cache Attack on Cloud 

The proposed system uses the fuzzy controller to detect the malicious user in the cloud environment.   

Fuzzy logic is useful for proposed system because firstly it builds on user-supplied human language 

rule-based approach i.e., the linguistic variables for accepting imprecise and incomplete information.  

Secondly, the data collected from VMs for detection in less compared to large datasets.  Lastly, it is 

very difficult to identify true positive and false negative rate of the malicious user when data is 

uncertain.  Therefore the fuzzy controller is used in the proposed methodology.  Once the log is 

collected at the hypervisor level from virtual machines, then this log is used to detect the cache-attack 

using a fuzzy controller as shown in Figure 5.  

The recorded log file is used as input to the fuzzy system to determine the behavior of the user. Fuzzy 

processing involves the execution of IF...THEN rules, which are based on the input conditions. The 

input to the system is fuzzy sets with set members.  The fuzzy logic system takes a decision from the 

knowledge base with the aid of a rule base involved in the fuzzy inference [18]. Defuzzification refers 

to the technique of converting the fuzzy details on the solution space into a crisp value. Thus, the 

fuzzy rule system decides whether the user is an authenticated user or an attacker based on their 

behavior.  

The fuzzifier consists of fuzzy sets as follows: 

1. Cache data access denoted by CDA 

2. The size of cache data access denoted by SCDA 

3. Minimal cache miss rate R  

4. Virtual CPU utilization rate, V and  

5. Virtual memory utilization rate M  

 

Figure 5. Fuzzy controller system 

Each fuzzy set contains members and each member in the fuzzy set is identified with some degree of 

membership functions. These functions act as an input variable and are shown as below:  

i) 
 YCDA 

 



ii)  LSSCDA ,   

iii) Cache miss rate, L} {S,R  

iv) Virtual CPU utilization rate, L} {S,V  

v)  Virtual memory utilization rate, L} {S,M   

Where Y denotes Yes, S and L denotes Small and Large, respectively, and degree of membership 

function varies from [0,1].  Depending on the data collected in log file, the variables and the labels of 

fuzzy sets can be combined to create rules know as knowledge base rules as given below:  

 

1. Rule 1: If CDA is Y and SCDA  is S , then the decision is to continue with service of the 

client.  This decision is communicated to the decision maker present in the proposed system.  

2. Rule 2: If CDA is Y and SCDA is L , then the decision is that the client running on that 

virtual machine is attacker.  This decision is communicated to the decision maker present in 

the proposed system. 

3. Rule 3: If CDA  is Y and R is S , then the decision is that the client running on that virtual 

machine is attacker.  This decision is communicated to the decision maker present in the 

proposed system. 

4. Rule 4: If CDA  is Y and R is L , then the decision is that the client running on that virtual 

machine is attacker.  This decision is communicated to the decision maker present in the 

proposed system. 

5. Rule 5: If CDA  is Y and V is S , then the decision is that the client running on that virtual 

machine is attacker.  This decision is communicated to the decision maker present in the 

proposed system. 

6. Rule 6: If CDA  is Y and V is L , then the decision is that the client running on that virtual 

machine is attacker.  This decision is communicated to the decision maker present in the 

proposed system. 

7. Rule 7: If CDA  is Y and M is S , then the decision is that the client running on that virtual 

machine is attacker.  This decision is communicated to the decision maker present in the 

proposed system. 

8. Rule 8: If CDA  is Y and M is L , then the decision is that the client running on that virtual 

machine is attacker.  This decision is communicated to the decision maker present in the 

proposed system. 

The first rule states that if CDA is ‘Yes’ and SCDA is Small, the fuzzy system decides that the user is 

an authenticated user. Hence, the system holds the process. The statement in rule 2 suggests that when 

CDA is ‘Yes’ and SCDA is ‘Large’ then one who accesses the cloud is an attacker, as the user tries 

to consume a large-sized cache. Similarly, the rules 3 to 8 are framed for the minimal value of the 

resource utilization, minimum miss rate, and minimal memory utilization. Whenever the CDA is 

‘Yes’ and R is ‘Small’, then the fuzzy system finalizes the user as a genuine user and continues to 

communicate. Therefore, the process of communication is rejected by fuzzy system, and same is 

communicated to decision maker. Then this decision maker may relocate the attacker VM to different 

physical machine or may reject the service for the attacker. Thus, in a specific time interval, the fuzzy 

logic system records the information regarding the user in the log file, based on which it develops the 

rules and determines whether to hold or reject the process. With the decision made, the proposed 

system discovers the attacker thus, lessening cache-based side channel attacks. 

Rules 1, 3, 5 and 7 represents the mathematical operation AND. Hence, from both fuzzy sets, the 

{min} value of the membership function should be taken into consideration.  The mathematical 

operation OR is used represent the Rules 2, 4, 6 and 8.  Therefore, from both fuzzy sets, the {max} 

value of the membership function should be taken into consideration. The mathematical 

representation of fuzzy rules and their matrix representation are as follows: 

 

Rule 1 & 2 



Table 1.  Fuzzy rules 1 & 2 

Rule No. CDA SCDA 

1 Y S 

2 Y L 

 

 

 
 

Rule 3 & 4 
Table 2. Fuzzy rules 3 & 4 

Rule No. CDA R 

1 Y S 

2 Y L 

 

 

 
 

Rule 5 & 6 
Table 3. Fuzzy rules 4 & 5 

Rule No. CDA V 

1 Y S 

2 Y L 

 

 

 

 
 

Rule 7 & 8 
Table 4: Fuzzy rules 7 & 8 

Rule No. CDA M 

1 Y S 

2 Y L 

 

 

 
 

The mathematical representation of Rule 1, 3, 7 and 7 are AND operation, so {min} value of the 

membership values of both the fuzzy sets should be taken into consideration.  The mathematical 

representation of Rule 2, 4, 6 and 8 are OR operation, so {max} value of the membership values of 

both the fuzzy sets should be taken into consideration.   

 

The fuzzy logic system will produce crisp set in the form of output. These types of crisp sets are 

produced due to defuzzification process in fuzzy controller. This crisp set is used to mitigate the 



cache-attack by continuing the service of the process by providing data access to the cloud user or 

reject the process.  

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

This section presents the experimental setup and results of the proposed system providing cloud 

security to offer virtual machines to the user. The experimental setup is explained in two different 

ways considering the public and private cloud properties. Moreover, the performance of the proposed 

approach is evaluated in a comparative analysis are discussed in the following subsections. 

Experimental Setup for Private Cloud 
 
Experiments for the proposed work are conducted on the private cloud framework, Eucalyptus [22].  

It includes mainly three components: 1. Cluster Controller. 2. Cloud controller and 3.Node Controller.   

Cloud controller (CLC) is an entry point for all the stakeholders of the cloud.  CLC gets information 

about resources and makes the high-level decisions about scheduling.  Based on this decision Cluster 

controller (CC) schedules the virtual machines on node controllers (NC).  CC has network 

connectivity between the NC and CLC.  CC gets the information from NC and manages the virtual 

machine scheduling. NC hosts the VM instances.  NC controls VM activities like execution, 

termination, and inspection of VM instances.  The experimental set up is depicted in Figure 6 with a 

physical machine having a minimum of 4GB RAM and 500 GB hard disk. The physical machine 

should have VT-enabled processor.  

 

The proposed methodology used the system call trace to detect the cache-attack on virtual machine.  

Nitro [9] is used to collect the system call traces, and it is installed on the node controller.   All the 

system call collected at NC is sent to the CC using socket interface.   A fuzzy controller is configured 

on the CC.  This fuzzy controller running on the CC produces the crisp set which is communicated to 

CLC to take a high-level decision.  Then CLC decides about the user services, whether to relocate the 

VM or continued on the same host.   

 

Figure 6. Experimental setup for private cloud 

Experimental Setup for Public Cloud 
 
The simulation of the proposed method is executed in a system operated with Windows 10 having the 

following configurations: Intel processor CPU 2.16 GHz, the memory of 2GB and 64-bit OS. AC and 



cloud servers are simulated using the ClouSim [24 ] tool with the setup of five PMs that consist of 12 

VMs through which the users can access the cloud data. The cloud users programmed using JAVA 

and interfaced with cloudsim. A random model considering a specific number of attackers is also 

simulated. Depending on the multiple parameters such as CDA, SCDA, V, M, and R, the behavior of 

the attackers will be simulated. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The proposed system considers three parameters, such as number of genuine users, number of 

attackers, and accuracy to evaluate its performance.  

Accuracy of the System 

Performance of the proposed system measured using one of the known parameter, accuracy. It is used 

defines measure the degree of closeness of a value to a standard value. It is represented in the 

following equation.   

FNFPTNTP

TNTP
Accuracy




            (9) 

 Where,  is True Negative,  is True Positive which identifies the correct cache attacker and 

genuine users.  is False Negative, which identifies the falsely genuine user as attacker and  is 

False Positive, which is falsely identified as the attacker. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Accuracy graph of proposed system 

Figure 7 presents a graph showing the estimated details regarding the accuracy of the proposed system 

to identify the true positive, false positive and true negative rate of users.   

The true positive rate in proposed methodology identifies number true cache attackers in the cloud 

environment. The details are shown for the time instants 10, 20 and 30 sec.  This graph is shown in 

the cloud, in which there are five cloud servers, and twelve users virtual machine are running.  The 

number of cache attackers details identified is 78.15%, and 80.04%; and 82.16% and in the proposed, 

at time 10, 20, and 30 sec, respectively. The maximum increment is obtained at time 30 sec, with 

82.16% in proposed protocol. 

The false positive rate in proposed methodology identifies a number of cache attackers as genuine 

users in the cloud environment. The number of cache attackers details identified is 25.06%, 14.38%, 



and 6.85% in the proposed, at time 10, 20 and 30 sec, respectively. The very low value of false 

positive rate is obtained at time interval 30 sec with 6.85%, in the proposed system. 

The true negative rate in proposed methodology identifies a number of genuine users identified as 

cache attackers in the cloud environment. The number of cache attackers details identified is 39.90%, 

28.5%, and 15.4% in the proposed, at time 10, 20 and 30 sec, respectively. The very low value of true 

negative is obtained at time interval 30 sec with 15.4%, in the proposed system.  

Performance Comparison       

The proposed system detects and prevents the user’s virtual machines from cache attack in a cloud 

environment.  In this section proposed system is compared with other similar systems in performance 

analysis in two different ways.  Firstly, the performance overhead analysis carried out and the 

performance of cache attack detection analysis.  The proposed system used the equation (10) to 

calculate the performance overhead: 

 
 

Where P is the performance overhead,  is the time taken by the proposed system to detect the 

attack and,  is the time taken by the proposed system to mitigate the attack. 

As shown in the Figure 8 performances overhead of the proposed system is very less that is only 1% 

as compared to performance overhead with existing systems [21].  

 

 

Figure 8.  Analysis of performance overhead [21] 

Detection accuracy of the proposed system is compared with three existing techniques [4][7][21].  

Table 5 depicts this comparison. Changes to the hardware are not required to implement the proposed 

system and also it is operating system independent. Overall comparisons show that the proposed 

approach is more efficient and effective offering better results for cache-based security. 

Table 5. Analysis of Accuracy for proposed system  

Techniques Detection Accuracy  

Michael Godfrey, etl. 73% 

Si Yu, etl. 62% 

Munish C. & Halabi H. > 60% 

Proposed Approach 82.16% 



CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Recent it is found in the cloud that many side channel attacks are proven due to multitenancy.  The 

cache-based side channel attack is not a new concept, but it has gained focus in a cloud environment 

because of the resources like cache are shared among multiple users.  This paper proposes a novel 

approach to ensure VM security against cache-based attacks in the cloud environment. A fuzzy 

controller is used for detecting and mitigating the cache-based side channel attack in a cloud 

environment.  The fuzzy controller makes decisions whether the user is an attacker or a legitimate 

user.  Eight different fuzzy rules formed to categorize the attackers and genuine user.  Fuzzy rules are 

formed from the input values like cache data access, the size of the cache data access, cache miss 

ratio, virtual CPU utilization and virtual memory utilization.  The experimental results prove that the 

proposed approach reduces the false positive ratio to identify the true attacker and genuine user.  The 

proposed approach could attain a maximum of 78.15%, 80.04%, and 82.16% of accuracy at 10, 20 

and 30 sec. of time intervals. However, the proposed approach detects the cache-attack on last level of 

cache, and introduces only 1% of performance overhead which is negligible.  However, in future, the 

proposed approach is planning to add more fuzzy based rules to prevent all levels of cache attacks as 

this work is applicable only to last level cache. 
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Figure 1

Cache memory hierarchy

Figure 2

Cache based attack on last level cache



Figure 3

System Architecture for proposed system

Figure 4

Sequence to track the system call



Figure 5

Fuzzy controller system

Figure 6

Experimental setup for private cloud
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Accuracy graph of proposed system

Figure 8

Analysis of performance overhead [21]


